THE BROTHERHOOD PRAYER BOOK
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TABS AND RIBBONS
Tabs
At first, it is recommended that you use temporary page marker tabs
(e.g. Postit Notes) to mark pages where you will eventually glue
permanent tabs. After using your BROTHERHOOD PRAYER BOOK for
a sufficient amount of time, you can decide where you want to place
your permanent tabs. Try pages 19-20 (if you will use Vigils on a regular
basis), 25-26, 31-32, 37-38, 43-44 OR 53-54, 59-60 OR 61-62 (depending on
which Psalter schedule you plan to use most often), 73-74, and 77-78.
Another option is pp. 3-4, if you will use the Commemorations
frequently.
Your BROTHERHOOD PRAYER BOOK includes a sheet of fabric 1 ¼” x
3 ½”. From this sheet you can cut 8 or 7 tabs. (If 7 tabs are desired, each
tab should be ½” x 1 ¼”.)
For each tab: 1. Mark lightly with a pencil where on the pages you will
put your tabs. Use temporary page marker tabs (e.g. Postit Notes) to
ensure proper placement of tabs 2. Fold the tab in half, crease, unfold. 3.
Place a small button of white glue on the two ends of the tab, blot away
excess glue. 4. Press glued ends of the tab on each side of the page. One
glued end is pressed to the front of the page, and one glued end is
pressed to the back of the page, leaving a permanent tab with which you
can turn quickly to the most often used parts of the BROTHERHOOD
PRAYER BOOK.
You can continue to use non-permanent tabs (e.g. Postit Notes) to mark
parts of the BROTHERHOOD PRAYER BOOK, e.g., the
Commemorations (p. 3), Lectionary (p. 63-69), and Collects (pp. 402-413).
Ribbons
Ribbons (purchased separately) can be helpful for your use of the
BROTHERHOOD PRAYER BOOK. If five ribbons are available, three of
them can be used to mark the Psalms, and two can be used for the
propers, either Weekday and Seasonal Propers, or Saint’s Day Propers
and Common of Saints.
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